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ABSTRACT
A theoretical study supplemented with experimental data for
development of improved drainage inlets was made.
Two different approaches were applied to the spatially
varied flow with increasing discharge using the energy and momentum
principles. Dynamic differential equations were reached. Two dif-
ferent methods to the problem of flow into drainage inlets were applied,
namely, the specific energy method and a rather simplified method. The
final dynamic equation was solved numerically by using a digital com-
puter. An experimental study on the resist-ance coefficient for exterior
plywood was also made. Einstein's method was used for the exclusion of
side glass effect on the rectangular test channel.
The results show that water flowing in highway gutters is
accurately described by using the theory·of spatially varied flow. A
·computer program solving the differential equation involved for the
case of rectangular, trapezoidal, or rectangular shapes of gutters is
also given~
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1. INTRODUCTION
Runoff from rainfall mu~t be removed from the highway. This
is done by placing drainage inlets at intervals along the roadside,
as ,shown in Fig. 1. The most efficient position of the inlets is
determined particularly by the drainage capacity of the inlets and by
the approach conditions. An efficient design should avoid permitting
water to ov~rflow the inlet, because sufficient repetitions of over-
flowage could lead to flooding of the highway. This would cause not
only traffic to stop but damage to the highway pavement and subgrade
as well. The numerous variables involved in a hydraulit study of
drainage inlets make it clear that a theoretical solution to this
study is impossible. However, a theoretical study supplemented by an
experimental study using either prototype or model inlets probably
would give a proper solution to this problem.
Hydrological studies involve determination of the amount
of runoff to be removed by the inlets as a result of the rainfall in
the vicinity of the highway. Obviously, such a study is extremely
important in the design of drainage inlets. However, within this re-
port only the hydraulics of highway drainage inlets will be considered.
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2. OBJECTIVE AND DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
The main objective of this study is to develop an ideal
design for inlets, which has high efficiency. Both theoretical and
experimental approaches are needed. The procedure followed is to
determine the theoretical dimension of the inlet required for the
complete withdrawal of the flow in the upstream gutter. In order to
achieve that goal the following problems nlust be solved:
1. TQe determination of the critical section of
the gu tter;
2. The development of appropirate formulas or equa-
tions to describe the flow in the gutter;
3. The determination of a method to describe the
flow at the inlet, and
4. The determination of adjusting coefficients by
experimental inve,stigations.
The results of Item 1 can be used as the boundary conditions for the
second item. Using the known velocity and the known water depth at
the section, where critical conditions take place, as initial values
will enable one to compute the velocity and water profile along the
gutter using the equations obtained in Item 2. The third problem
can be analyzed 'either by the simplified method which assumes a freely
falling body .of water in the gutter in front of the inlet or by the
specific energy.method which assumes that the specific energy is
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constant along the gutter for spatially varied flow. In Item 3 cer-
tain parameters and coefficients, which change with the characteristics
of the inlet and the flow conditions in the gutter, cannot be obtained
theoretically. This requires the experimental determination of these'
parameters, which can be done by using either prototype or model
studies. The details of the method of model design will not be in-
cluded in this study.
Investigations made to date (12,19,29) have yielded infor-
mation for some aspects of the inlet design. Meaningful points are
the following items:
1. Maximal efficiency and significant economy can be at-
tained if 5% to 10% of the flow is allowed to pass over the inle't.
2. The capacity of the inlet is proportional to the over-
all dimensions thereof.
3. Inlets with the bars parallel to the direction of flow
in the gutter have higher efficiency and' self~cleaning ability than·
inlets wherein the bars are not parallel to the direction of the flow.
4. Curb or side inlets are inefficient in comparison to
drop inlets, unless clogging of an inlet with debris is a serious
problem. Combination inlets give the highest efficiencies if"ap-
preciable clogging occurs.
5. The efficiency of an inlet decreases as its slope
increases.
-3-
There are many other researches which are indirectly re-
lated to highway drainage systems, such as those dea~ing with economics,
with overland flow, and with infiltration. If runoff from the ba~kslope
is considered in determining the capacity of inlets, studies of surface
flow over permeable material, such as soil, are significant. Such in-
vestigations, however, are not included in this study.
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3. ANALYTIC APPROACH
The open channel flow in a highway gutter can be clas~ified
into three categories: (1) supercritical flow, (2) a mixture of super-
cri~ical and subcritical flow, and (3) subcritical flow. Each category
of flow has its own special hydraulic characteristics. Therefore, the
study of this problem should be divided accordingly. From the point of
- view of the highway engineer inlets can be designed with 1ittl~ concern
about the kind of flow involved, although it has a certain effect on the
performance of the drainage inlets, which effect will be discussed in
Section 3.4.
From previous investigations (16) in which longitudinal slopes
were equal to or greater than 0.01 were examined, the flow was noted to
be usually supercritical. Considering the slopes that most possibly
will encounter in the field, supercritical flow probably will occur.
More detailed ·remarks about this point are discussed in Section 3.4.2;
additionally, an example of highway gutter flow is given in Section 3.2.4.
3.1 The Friction Formula
At the end of the 19th Century and at the beginning of the
20th Century engineers 'proposed many different formulas for relating
the mean velocity of water to both. ~he energy gradient and the hy-
draulic radius. Only a few of them are still in use in 1970. One
formula which was proposed by an Irish engineer named Robert Manning
in 1880 (4) is known as the Manning formula. Due to its simplicity
-5-
of form and a lot of data readily available, it has become the most
widely used formula for, uniform, open-channel flow calculations. This
formula was later modified with English units to:
in which V is the mean velocity, fps,
S is the slope of the energy line,
R is the hydraulic radius, ft., and
n is the resistance coefficient, usually termed
Manning's n.
Despite the simplicity of Eq. (1), it has the distinct drawback in
h · t d· · 1 b h h d· · TL-
1
/ s Ht at n 1.8 no l.mens~on eSB ut as t e ~menSl.ons . owever,
in using this formula trial and error methods are not involved. But
the correct determination of n requires considerable judgement and
experience. Furthermore, that although'n was thought to vary with
the channel roughness only, yet, it was observed from laboratory and
field data that it additionally depends ~n some unknown manner upon
the size and shape of the channel, the rate of discharge, and the
depth of water in the channel. A better understanding of the factors
that affect the resistance coefficient would give some help for the
proper selection of n. Values of Manning's n, determined by many
tests on actual canals and channels, are given in most books on hy-
draulics (3,6,16,20).
The Manning formula is restricted primarily to steady uniform
flow. It would be a very crude' approximation to assume that flow in a
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highway gutter fits the above restrictions. Because of the seasonal
growth of grass and weeds in a channel or along high~ay embankments
together with the existence of both suspended material and bed-load
in the gutter flow, the roughness coefficient should change with the
seasons. Generally, conditions which tend both to induce turbulence
and to cause friction will increase n and those conditions which tend
to reduce ·turbulence wilt decrease n. However, the change in the
roughness pattern due to all of these factors can be encompassed by
choosing n properly.
3.2 Theory of Spatially Varied Flow
In an open-channel where the water enters or leaves the
channel such flow is known as spatially varied flow. This type of
flow occurs very commonly in roadside gutters. Water flowing in a
channel must conform to the two laws of motion: The law of con-
servation of linear momentum and the law of conservation of energy.
For open-channel hydraulics the first law is commonly expressed as
"force is equal to the rate of cha'nge of momentum with respect to
time". The law of conservation of energy is commonly expressed in
hydraulics in the form of the Bernoulli equation, which states' that
the sum of the elevation head, the pressure head, and the velocity
head is equal to the total head at any other point in the flow, less
the internal losses. Those losses come from the transformation of
kinetic or static energy into heat, which energy is not actually
destroyed.
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As far as this study is concerned, neither of these laws
are inherently superior to the other. Proper application of either
law always yields similar results. In some hydraulic problems one
or the other might be more readily applicable. Before deriving
the dynamic equation of spatially varied f19W with increasing dis-
charge, the following assumptions are made:
1. The velocity distribution across the gutter section
is uniform;
2. The pressure within the flow is hydrostatic; and
3. The effect of air entrainment is neglegible.
3.2.1 Momentum Approach
In highway gutter flow a constant increment of rainfall in-
flow per unit length, q, is assumed to occur; further, the momentum
of the inflow is neglected for simplicity. For a changing velocity
within a control volume the momentum principle states that at any
instant the rate of change of linear momentum is equal to the re-
sultant force acting on the volume. A control volume is a volume
fixed in the space relative to a coordinate system. With reference
to Fig. 2a consider two vertical cross sections at a distance, ox,
apart. If the velocity distribution in the gutter. section is not
constant and is non-uniform, a momentum correction coefficient, a,
can be in trodu.ced. The roomen tum at sec tion 1 per unit time is
M
1
ay QV
g
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(2)
in which y is the unit weight of water, pef,
g is the acceleration of gravity, fpsps, and
Q is the discharge, cfs.
Provided the a is constant in the gutter, similarly, the moment at
section 2 -per unit time is
M = ~ (Q + q ox) (V + 6V) (3)
2 g
where q OX is the added inflow between sections 1 and 2. The change
of momentum in the distance OX is
5M = M - M = cfY [Q oV + q ox (V + oV)]/
2 1 g
As the size of the control volume decreases, incremental notation is
replaced by differential notation which leads to
CiWdM =-- [Q dV + q dx (V + dV)]g (5)
The differential product, dxdV, is an infinitesimal of 2nd order and
therefore can be neglected, the result is
dM =,~ [Q dV + q V dx]g (6)
The net force {n the direction of flow is the difference between the
hydrostatic force and the component of the weight of water in the
direction of flow less the frictional force. The frictional force
-9-
is equivalent to the shear stress, ~ , multipl~ed by the wetted area,
o
P dx, in the control volume, or
F f = ~o P dx (7 )
in which P is"the wetted perimeter. In open-channel flow To can be
replaced by Y Sf R (3), thus
(8)
Ff = Y Sf A dx
in which Sf is the friction slope. By u~ing the Manning formula (11)
Sf can be expressed as
v , or
(9)
The weight of water in the control volume, W, acting in the direction
of flow is
W sine = ~ (A + 1/2 dA) dx sine , or
W sine = Y s A dx
o
-10-
(10)
(11)
In Eq. (10) the sine is approximated by S , which is the bed slope of
o
the gutter. The product of differential dAdx is dropped for simplicity.
Referring to Fig. 2c, the change in hydrostatic force from section 1
to section 2 is
F - F
1 2
- \fA dy (12 )
by neglectin~ terms containing high orders of dy. It is noteworthy
that the bed slope has no direct effect upon the net hydrostatic force.
Equating the momentum change of the control volume, Eq. (6), to all the
external forces acting on the water, using left hand side of Eqs. (8),
(11), and (12), leads to:
~ [Q dV + q V dxJ = - Ff + W sine + F1 - Fz (13)
Substituting right hand side of Eqs. (8), (11), and (12) into the above
equation and dividing by ~A yields:
dy = - Ql.V 9.-g (dV + A dx) + (S0 - Sf) dx (14)
Noting that V = ~ and dVA
written as:
= -
Q + dQV + A + dA' the above equation can be
aV
dy = - -'g
2A q dx - QdA+ q dA dx
A (A + dA) (15)
In order to simplify the above equation, q dA dx, in the numerator
and, dA, in the denominator is neglected; then dividing by dx
-11-
2z = _ (XV (~ _ ~ dA ) + (S - Sf)
dx g A A2 dx 0
(16)
Referri~g to Fig. 2c, the change of water area with respect to x can
be obtained as:
A 1= '2 y T , and
(17 )
Equation (17) can be further simplified to
dA T 2z
dx = dx' or (18)
dA = .k- ~ (19)
dx y dx
m
where y is the hydraulic depth in the gutter. substituting Eq. (19)
m
into Eq. (16) and simplifying, the equation becomes
2z = So - Sf - 2aQq/gA2
dx 1 - CiQ2/gA2 Y
m
(20)
The above equation is the usual differential equation for the change in
depth upon going downstream in. a channel and in which the discharge in-
creases with distance.
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3.2.2 Energy Approach
Due to the unpredictable energy loss of turbulent mixing of
the lateral inflow and the water flowing in the gutter, the momentum
approach is normally used for the derivation of the differential equa-
tion of spatially varied flow. However, it is much more convenient to
deal with the more general case by means of the energy approach.
Referring to Fig. 2c, the lateral inflow is qdx in a length
of dx. The lateral inflow entering the gutter with a zero longitudinal
velocity in the small stretch dx must be accelerated to the velocity of
v + dV upon leaving the control volume. The energy required to ac-
celerate the flow from zero to V + dV is
f
(21)
where M is the mass of flowing water within the control volume,
and
~ is the e~ergy correction coefficient.
The energy required per pound of water is
1
_2g ('{ q dx dt) ~ V2 =.9..-lL..Y: dt
'VA dx 2g A (22)
In order to accelerate the inflow from zero to V + dV in time dt and
over a distance dx, the following equation of motion should be
satisfied:
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~ (V + dV) dt = dx , or approximately
(23 )
1: V dt = dx2
Introducing dt obtained from Eq. (23) into Eq .(22) yields the energy
required per pound of water as:
.eY q dx , orgA
(24)
~Q q dx
gA2
This may be expressed for an infinitesimal longitudinal dixtance dx as:
The energy equation for the control volume can be written as:
(25)
E = d + ~ + (energy required to accelerate inflow) (26)
Differentiating this equation with respect to x and introducing
Eq. (25) for the last term, yields:
'dE dd ~ 2()'-=-+-(~q
dx dx 2g A2 .
-14-
(27)
The friction slope can be expressed by the Manning formula as has
been done in the momentum approach, and its direction is always
opposite to the direction of flow, thus
Sf =
Q2 n2
, or (28)
2.21 A2 R'1s
Sf
dE (29)= - dx
Inserting Eq. (29) into Eq. (27) and rearranging terms, the result
is the general equation for spatially varied flow with increasing
discharge.
nlis equation can be used for any shape, of channel.
(30)
For the particular case of gutter flow with an isosceles
cross section Eq. (30) can be further simplified. Referring to
Fig. 3c, the elevation of the water surface with respect to the
datum is given by
d = z +.y (31)
where z is the elevation of the gu tter bottom above the datum. The
changing of d with respect to x can be obtained by differentiating
Eq. (31) with respect to x,
-15-
dd = dz + ~
dx dx dx , or (32)
Odd S + ~
dx = - a dx
Using Eqs. (19) and (33), Eq. (30) can be written as:
(33)
(34)
After rearranging the terms the final differential equation becomes
~-dx -
s
o - S -f
1 -
(35)
Equations (20) and (35) seem to be almost identical, but they are
literally not. Although both approaches are derived from Newton's
second law of motion, due to the basic difference in physical con-
cepts they are inherently different. The momentum approach is a
vector relationship which considers only the momentum, force changing
in the direction of flow, whereas the energy approach is a scalar
relationship that equates the algebraic sum of all the energy added
or dissipated within the control volume. Both equations are almost
identical because they have been simplified. For instance, the
momentum-flux correction factor, a, appears only in the momentum
equation, whereas the kinetic-energy flux correction factor, ~, ap-
pears only in the energy equation. They are not necessarily equal to
each other; this means that using the average flow velocity will not
-16-
(-
have the same effect on both momentum and energy. Furthermore, the
friction slope, Sf' can_~ls6 be described by either the· Chezy or the
Darcy-Weisbach resistance formula. For the Chezy formula,
Q2 S __ f Q2S = and for the Darcy-Weisbach formula, , where
f C2 R A2 f 8g A2 R
C i.s a factor of flow resistance, called Chezy's coefficient, and f is
the Darcy-Weisbach- fric tion factor. For a steady, spatially' varied
flow, in the momentum approach, the friction slope should be used.
While in th~ energy approach, the energy gradient should be used which
is identical to the fri.ction slope in the momentum approach. It is
because of the basic difference in the physical concepts of the two
approaches, for the same'slope there are two differen~ names for it.
For a given problem the two slopes should have the same numerical
values provided the same friction formula is being used. In the
computation of dy/dx the final result is directly dependent upon
whether the Manning, Chezy, or Darcy-Weisbach formulas are being used
as well as what approach is under consideration. Although a certain -
difference lies between different combinations, the derivation can
always be considered as a minor one. Both momentum and energy ap-
proaches discussed in this section can only be considered as simplified
methods of attacking this problem. For a detailed discussion of the
pressure correction factor and of the potential-energy flux correction
factor reference should be made to Yen and Wenzel (32).
3.2.3 Determination of the Control Section
~
The information given in the previous section permits
computing the water surface profile in a channel with spatially
varied flow that has an increas"ing discharge. Before beginning the
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calculation it is necessary to select the control section from which
the flow-profile computation can start. Usually, the section where
critical condition takes place is determined. The water depth and
average velocity at that section are known and equal to critical depth
and. critical velocity. These known values will serve as an initial
condition for the water profile computation.
The determination of the control section presents some
difficulties. A method for locating the critical depth was first
proposed by J. Hinds (4), using an equivalent "critical depth chan-
ne!". An alternative method requiring fewer calculations was pre-
sented by F. F. Escoffier (9), and further modified by K. V. H. Smith
(26) for spatially varied flow. In comparison with the Hinds method,
the Smith method contains fewer computations and is applicable to
gutters of either uniform or non-uniform cross section.
The final equation obtained from Smith's approach is
(36)
of which K is the conveyance of the gutter, which is equal to
1.49 A R% n for English units. The left side of Eq. (36) is deter-
mined by the position of the cross section in the gutter. The dis-
charge, Q, at a cross section x distance from the starting point is
equal to the initial discharge and the added discharge along the
channel q·x. The right side of Eq. (36) is completely determined
by the depth selected at a given section. Determining the right
-18-
side of Eq. (36) for a number of selected depths at a given cross
section will enable the elevation of the transition profile to be
computed.. This will be explained in the following example:
Problem: A triangular highway gutter is designed to
carry a varying lateral discharge of 0.1 cfs per linear foot along
the gutter. The distance between two adjacent inlets is 50 ft and
the initial discharge from the upstream inlet is assumed to be equal
.to zero. The longitudinal ~lope of the gutter is 0.05, starting at
an upstream bottom elevation of 5.0 ft. Compute the flow profile
fbr the design discharge, assuming n = 0.015 and a = 1.0.
Solution: The first step is to determine the control sec-
tion from which the flow profile computation can be started. The
computer flowchart for the position of the transition profile is
given in Fig. 4 and a complete Fortran program listing appears in
Table 1 for triangular, rectangular, and trapezoidal gutter sections.
The computer output of this computation is given in Table· 2. This
enables the transition profile and critical depth line to be plotted
on the same longitudinal scale as shown in Fig. 5. At a given dis-
tance from the inlet the discharge, Q, (column 5) is obtained by
mu"ltiplying the distance by the varying inflow. Using the general
- eritical flo~ criteria, the ~ritical depth corresponding to the com-
puted inflow discharge, Q, is obtained. The computer continues to
calculate Q and D for different values of D until the condition
c
that D = D is satisfied. This will determine the distance, x, at
c
which critical flow condition takes place. The results are shown
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graphically in Fig. 5. The intersection of the D - x curve with the
D - x curve determines the location of the critical sect~on. For
t:iS problem the critical section lies 28 ft downstream/flom the
preceding inlet; the critical depth is 1.079 ft.
3.2.4 Numerical Computions and Co~puter Program
The differential equation of spatially varied "flow with
increasing discharge is nonlinear because the right-hand side of
Eq. (20) or Eq. (35) is a nonlinear function of y, the dependent
variable. Owing to the fact that analytic solutions to the nonlinear
differential equations are hard to obtain, the dynamic equation of
spatially varied flow may only be integrated ~y numerical methods.
The numerical integration ,of this equation is impractical without a
high-speed digital computer. By using the techniques of numerical
analysis the problems of accuracy and convergence affecting the
solution can be k~pt under proper control. Becau~e this problem
does not need very high accuracy, for instance 10 digits after the
decimal point, a simple trapezoidal integration rule is being used.
The simplest case of closed integration is shown schematically in
Fig. 6. The two points, x = a and x = b, are used to determine
o 1
a first-degree polynomial y(x) or straight-line approximation of
p(x). The required area under the solid curve of Fig. 6 is approxi-
mated by the area under the dotted straight line which is the shaded
trapezoid. A detailed description of numerical integration process
using, trapezoidal rule is given in Fig. 7, which can be used to in-
tegrate any first-order linear or nonlinear differential equation.
The computer approach of this integration method is as follows:
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1. From known y. obtained either as an initial value or
~
from a previous calculation (dy/dx). can be computed from Eq. (23)
~
or Eq. (38).
2. A.ssume (dy/dx)i+l = (dy/dx)i as a first approximation.
3. Calculate an approximate Yi +l from
(dy/dx)i+l + (dy/dx)i
Yi+l =Y i + 2 D;x. (37)
Using the (dy/dx)i+l obtained from steps 2 or 4, ~ is the
integration step along the gutter. If b,x is chosen small enough,
then the error introduced by the assumption that dy/dx varies linearly
between the ~ integration distance can be neglected.
4. Compute a new (dy/dx)i+l from Eq. (20) or Eq. (35)
using the approximate Yi+l obtained in step 3.
5. Repeat steps 3 through 5 until the new (dy/dx)i+l in
step 4 is very close to the previous assumed value in step 2. How
·close they should be is predetermined by the user. After this re-
quirement is met then the whole procedure is advanced by one in-
tegration step ~.
'~1 1;1The F/rlstran IV computer flowchart and program are given in
Fig. 7 and Table 3, respectively. The final result of water surface
profile is listed in Table 4.
-21-
3.3 Theory of Flow into Drop Inlets
3.3.1 Types of Drainage Inlets
After the design discharge for a drainage inlet has been
determined, as through an hydrological study, the hydraulic design
of the inlet can be made; the first step in the design is studying
the hydraulic characteristics of the inlets.
Generally speaking, there are three types of inlets that
are commonly used in the United States: Side, drop, and combined
inlets. A side inlet is placed at the side of the curb with an
adjacent grating in the bottom of the gutter; it has been used
without a grating in order to increase its efficiency. The second
type, the drop inlet, is placed at relatively flat longitudinal
angles, in side channels of the highway. This type of inlet is
commonly covered by a grate through which the water falls. TIle
grates not only serve to strengthen the structure of the inlet, but
also serve to prevent possib Ie damage to traffic vehicles. ' ,The
third type is a combined inlet, the side and d:eop· inlets being
placed together.
One of the common methods used to enable water to flow
more easily into an inlet is to lower the gutter at the upstream
end of the inlet and to raise it at the downstream end thus enabling
water to flow more readily into the inlet; such units are commonly
termed depressed inlets. However, a deep depression is objection-
able, because of the damage that might 9ccur to a vehicle. It is
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doubtful whether a gutter depression is the best way to increase
the inlet efficiency. Tests made at Johns Hopkins University showed
tl;l.at an increase in· depression length from 4 ,ft to 6 ft gave an in-
crease in the capacity of only 25% for a street grade of 4%, a
transverse slope of 1:18, and a depression depth of 2.5 in. Many
factors implicit in a depressed inlet, such as, the length, width,
dep th, and the condi t ion of the approaching flow, which affec t. th·e
performance ~f the depressed inlet, make a theoretical study even
more involved. A study of depressed inlets will not be included
herein.
3.3.2 Simplified Met~
Assume a uniform velocity distribution in highway gutter
flow. Considering a freely falling -stream of water in front of a
drop inlet, as shown in Fig. 7, the following two equations must be
satisfied
L = V t, and
o 0
(38)
(39)
By eliminating time, t, in the above two equations the length, L ,
o
can be obtained -as
L =V j2Yo
o 0 g
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(40)
where L is the theoretical length of the inlet required to catch
o
the entire flow, ft,
V is the average velocity of flow corresponding to L ,
o 0
fps, and
Y is the depth of flow in the gutter corresponding to L ,o 0
ft.
If the actual length of the inlet, L, is less than, L , then the depth
o
of flow, y, ~hich can be trapped into the inlet is given by
2
(-1.. )y = Yo L
o
which is obtained by substituting L for Land y for y into Eq. (40)
o 0
and dividing with Eq. (40). If both the velocity and the depth of
flow in the gutter are known, the ideal length of the inlet, L , can
o
be computed from Eq. (40). If the inlet has a length, L, smaller than
the ideal length, L , not all the water flowing the gutter will be
o
caught by the inlet. The depth of water caught can be obtained from
Eq. (41). In highway gutter flow, see Fig. 4b, the discharge into
the inlet, Q, can be obtained as follows:
Inasmuch as the average velocity, V , and the depth of water
o
in the gutter, -y , are known, the theoretical length' of the inlet, L ,
o 0
from Eq. (40) -can be computed
L = V j 2y0
o 0 g
The water .depth·, y, at a distance) x, from the curb is given by
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(42)
y = y - z/tan e
o 0
(43)
where eo is the angle between the bottom of the gutter and the verti-
cal. Substituting Eqs. (42) and (43) into ~q. (41), yields
2
( 2YO)y - z/tan e = y L/V
000 0 g
The continuity equation for flow into an inlet can be shown as:
Q syo tan e V ydz or= 0
0
0
Q syo tan e V (y - z/tan e ) dz= a
0 o 0
0
(44)
(l~5 )
(46)
using Eq. (43). Sutstituting Eq. (44) into Eq. (46) and integrating,
leads to
(47)
Q = gL2 Y tan e /2V
000
It can be readily seen that for given highway gutter and inlet dimen-
sians the only unknown which needs to be computed in Eq. (47) is dis-
charge Q. This will enable us to obtain the theoretical capacity of
an inlet under a given flowing condition.
lhe above approach to this problem has several assumptions
underlying it which simplify the mathematical derivation. Additionally,
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the assumptions cause the problem to deviate from reality. A uniform
velocity distribution in the highway gutter rarely occurs in the field.
Furthermore, the freely falling stream of water in front 'of the drop
inlet is another approximation, because only the water at the free
surface can be considered as undergoing a free-falling action. The
water particles within the stream itself mut~al1y affect each other.
The free-falling assumption also implies that the size of the pipe
connected to the inlet is large enough to drain readily all the water
flowing into the inlet. If the size is inadequate so that flow into the
inlet is more than the flow out, then an elevation head is formed above
the entrance to the pipe; an elevation head at the pipe would obviate
the free-falling assumption. Consequently, the using of Eq. (47)
should be used very carefu~ly when applied to field conditions.
3.3.3 Specific Energy Method
The flow in a highway gutter with drop inlets is a case of
spatially varied flow with decreasing discharge. Assume a uniform
velocity distribution in highway gutter flow, a = 1, and the longi-
tudinal slope is very small, i.e. e ~ O. Considering a freely
falling stream of water at an inlet, as shown in Fig. 7, the specific
energy at any section of the gutter is
(48)
From a previous investigation Giorgio (11) concludes that for ·spatially
varied flow with decreasing discharge, the specific energy can 'be
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considered constant along the gutter, or ~~ = O. Setting the deri-
vation of E of Eq. (48) with respect to x equal to zero and re-
arranging terms, leads to
(49)
in which dy/dx is the water surface profile, and
dQ/dx is the discharge withdrawn through a length, dx,
of the inlet.
If either dy/dx or dQ/dx is known, the other can be computed by means
of the above general dynamic equation for the flow under consideration.
U~der the usual condition of flowing the discharge through a length,
dx, of the inlet may.be expressed as [Ref. (28»)
- ~ = JC Y tan e J2gEdx d 0 (50)
in which J is the ratio of the open area to the total area of the
inlet, and
Cd is the discharge coefficient of the inlet.
From Eq. (48) the discharge can be expressed as
Q = y2 tan eof! (E-y) (51)
Substituting Eq. (50) and Eq. (51) into Eq. (49) and simplifying re-
suI ts in
d 4JCd E(E-y)~=-----dx 5y - 4E
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(52)
Equation (52) may be integrated either by a numerical method or by
an exact solution. The exact solution for Eq. (52) can be found in
any book having a table of integrals (25), which reads
x = lE - S:x~+ C
6JC
d
{.1. - E 1 (53)
The integration constant C is determined at the point, where x = 0
1
and y = D , as C . = - 2E - SD 1 - ~ Thus, Eq. (56) can be rewritten
o· ~ 6JC d E
as
x = 6;C
d
[( E ... 5y) )1 - i -2 - 5D
o
) j1- DEo ) (54)
If we let y in Eq. (54) be equal to zero, then x will be the theoretical
length required 'for the complete withdrawal of the flow in the gutter, or
L = __1__ [2E - (2E - SD ) /1. -Do 1
o 6JC 0 E (55)
In the above equation J and Cd are determined by the charac ter i stic s
of the inlet in the highway gutter, and E and D are governed by the
0
flow approaching the inlet. For a given inlet and a given flow con-
dition in the gutter the theoretical length of the inlet is completely
determined by Eq. (55). The following problem illustrates the method
under consideration.
It is assumed that J = 0.4, C = 0.60, and D = 1.0 ft. The
o
average velocity in the gutter is 4.01 fps and the transverse slope of
the highway shoulder is 2° The theoretical length of the inlet is
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to be computed so as to have a complete withdrawal of the flow in
the gutter. From Eq. (48) the specific energy at the upstream end
of the drop inlet is
E :::; D
o
va
+ - = 1.25 ft2g
The theoretical length of the- inlet can be computed from Eq. (55) as
L
o
= 6;C
d
2E - [2E - (2E - 5D
o
) 11 -D;)= 2.54 ft
It is also possible to -calculate the theoretical width and length at
.any section of the inlet through Eq. (54), or
Knowing the distance, x, enables one to compute the corresponding
depth~ y, which, when combined with the transverse slope, e , gives
o
the theoretical width of the inlet at that specific distance. The
results are listed in Table 5~
3.4 Theory of Flow into Side Inlets
3.4.1 Simplified Method
The theories of the flow into a side inlet are essentially
similar to the flow into a drop inlet, see Fig. 8. Flow irito a side
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inlet is produced by the gravitational component in the direction
of flow, provided the frictional force of the gutter is neglected
a = g cos e
o
(56 )
However, for the drop inlet the driving force is the gravitational
acceleration g. The width of flow shown in Fig. 9 is given by
T = y tan e
o 0
Thus, substituting T and g cos e for y and g, respectively, in
"0 0
Eq. (40), the following relationship would hold for side inlets
(57 )
L -" V
o 0
2y tan e
o 0
g cos e
a
(58)
where L and V are defined the same as in the case of the drop
o 0
inlet in Section 3.3.2. The discharge in the gutter is given by
(59)
"Substituting V from Eq. (58) into Eq. (59) and rearranging terms
o
lead to
___e_o__ = / Sins eo
La Yo gyo
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(60)
For highway gu tters used in practice transverse grades· are very small;
thus, sin e is nearly equal to unity. Hence, the following maximal
o
number can be written for the dimensionless parameter
1
-=(8 0.35 (61)
In the developement of the above equation a few assumptions
have been made; that is, a uniform velocity distribution is considered
to be present, and the effects of both longitudinal slope and friction
force are neglected. Therefore, the number, 0.35, can be considered
only as an ideal number .value of this ratio. For practical purposes
an empirical evaluation of this parameter must be made Experiments
conducted by Li (20) have shown that this parameter is roughly a con-
stant, or
a
o
-----= K (62)
where K = 0.20 for tan e = 24 and 48, which correspond to transverse
o
slopes of 1/2 and 1/4 inch per foot, respectively; for tan 8
0
= 12,
corresponding to a transverse slope of 1 inch per foot, K = 0,23.
If the actual length of the side opening, L, is less than
the ideal length, L , the following relationship holds, which is
o
similar to Eq. (41)
2
b = y tan e (LL)
o 0
o
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(63)
where b is the width of· flow discharging to an inlet of length, L,
as shown in Fig. 9. The area of flow for a width, b, in the gutter
is:
A = y b - b2 /2tan e
o 0
Hence, the discharge, Q, flowing into the inlet is:
Q = (y b - b2 /2tan e ). V
o . 0 0
(64)
(65)
Because the ideal discharge is given by Eq. (59), the ratio of actual
discharge to the ideal discharge is
b b
2
Yo -
~= 2tan e0 =Q
o y 2 tan e
0 0
2
1 b1 - -- 2 42 y tan e
0 0 2 ( LL ) (LL ) (66)=
1 Yo tan e0 0 0
2 b
using Eq'. (63) as well.
For' most of the field cases the" actual length of the inlet
Lis longer than 60% of the ideal length" that is, L = 0.6. The above
o
equation, then,. can be approximated by the following relationship
*without introducing serious error, (Fig. 9)
...9-=..1..Q. L
o 0
(67)
*The argument of the reality of the simplified approach to the drop
inlet in Section 3.3.2 is also applicable to this section because of
the essential similarity between the two sections.
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This equation implies that as long as the actual length is greater
than 0.6 of the ideal length, the capacity of the side inlets is pro-
portional to the length of the inlet. Substituting this relationship
into Eq. (62), yields
e
---- = K
Ly0 Igy0
(68)
The factor, K, for different slopes was determined experimentally by
Li (20) and was previously discussed in regard to Eq. (62) in this
sec tion,.
3.4.2 Specific Energy Method
.The hydraulics of side inlets can be treated as a special
case of spatially varied flow with decreasing discharge if one CO~­
siders the water flowing through the side inlet as the decreasing
discharge for the gutter. It has been concluded by Frazer (10) that
five different flowing conditions can be produced at the side inlet
using the critical water depth as a criterion. The flow before that
water reaches the side inlet might be subcritical, supercritical, or
approximately critical. Each category has its own hydraulic char-
acteristics and should be analyzed accordingly. In the conventional
analysis it is assumed that the direction of the flow through the
inlet is at right angles to the inlet, similar to what has been done
in Section 3.3.2. Actually, most of the, time the direction of over-
flow makes an angle with the side inlet smaller than the right angle.
It is especially true for the supercritical flow condition, in which
the upstream flow velocity is much higher than in subcritical flow.
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It may be concluded that the higher the flow velocity in the gutter
the smaller the angle will be,
The analysis of this problem, using the specific energy
method, is essentially similar to the analysis applied to drop in-
lets. All the assumptions which have been made for Section 3.3.3
are also applicable to this study. Equation (49) is also true for
this case, or
il = _4Qy (- dQ/dx)
dx gy5 tan2 _ 8Q2
(49)
If the side inlet can be approximated by a weir and can be divided
into infinitesimal parts without changing its weir characteristics,
-then the decreasing discharge along the inlet can be computed by a
basic weir formula, or
- dQ C dx (y - D ) 0/2
e e
(69)
..
in which C is the weir discharge coefficient, artd
e
D is the height 'of the side inlet above the gutter.
e
It is assumed that the specific energy along the inlet is constant.
Equation (51) is also applicable to this problem, or .
Q = y2 tan e J£ (E-y)
o 2 (51)
Substituting Eq. (69) for - dQ/dx and Eq (51) for Q in Eq (49) and
simplifying
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2.l = 4Ce (y-De) j~ (E-y) (y-Do )
dx gy (5y - 4E)
The exact solution of Eq. (70) is very difficult to obtain.
(70)
However,
a simple numerical solution to this equation would suffice for all
purposes. For each x there is a corresponding depth or y which can
be obtained numerically. from Eq. (70). This depth so found, com-
bined with the transverse slope, e , gives the theoretical width of
o
the inlet at that specific cross section. Carrying out the above pro-
cedures at every section of the inlet, one can detenmine the overall
dimension of an inlet which has a theoretical 100% efficiency.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
A model for the study of highway drainage inlets is b~ing
built in the Fritz Engineering Laboratory of Lehigh University in
order to determine the capacity of the inlets currently, 1970, in
use along highways. arid in order to develop an improved inlet. After
preliminary design of the model exterior plywood with appropriate
coverings was used to simulate the channel upstream from the inlet,
The Manning resistance coefficient for the plywood was determined
by causing water to flow over a plywood bed placed into a test chan-
nel and by performing the proper calculations.
A glass channel on the first floor of the Hydraulics Lab-
oratory (Fig. 11) was modified for this purpose. On top of the glass
bed a plywood bed was installed. The slope was determined by means
of a level. After several modifications the slope ranged in placed
from a low of 0.95% to a high of 1.06%, but 10 consecutive feet of
channel had a slope of 1.00%. The channel modified specifically for
th~s test has a dimension of 1.5 ft wide, 18 ft long, and 3 ft deep
which includes 2 ft long of transitional section before the test
section. The flow enters the channel from an 8 ft deep, 2.5 ft wide,
and 3 ft long head tank through a regulating gate. Water is supplied
by two main pumps which have a'maximal combined capacity of nearly
6.5 cfs, the water flows from a constant-head tank to the channel
through an 8-inch pipe. The flow rate is controlled by an 8-inch
gate va1v,e just before the water enters the head tank. The downstream
regulating gate is 1.5 ft wide and 1.0 ft long, it also was on a 1.00%
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slope in order to eliminate the drawdown effect on the testing sec-
tion. Water drains from the tail tank through an existing box pipe
~nto the main sump of the laboratory.
A V~nturi meter is used to measure the rate of flow. The
pressure differential across the two sections was measured on a 100-
inch manometer " This Venturi meter had been calibrated by means of
a volumetric tank in a previous investigation. The rating equation
of the meter as determined by a least-squares procedure is given by:
(71)
where H is the metering differential, ft of water, and
Q is the volumetric rate of flow, cfs.
Since the Manning formula is employed for the calculation,
uniform flow in the test channel has to be established. In order to
obtain uniform flow a 3 ft transitional section was installed up-
stream from the plywood test section. In addition to that the first
6 ft of the plywood test section was used to establish uniform flow
over the remaining 10 ft of the test section. The water depth was
determined by using a point gage which has an accuracy of 0.001 ft.
Th~ surface waves resulting from the Permagum used to seal the bed
at the two sides of the channel affected the accuracy of water depth
measurements during shallow-water flow. The mean depth at any cross
section was the average of measurements at the center and quarter
points; all mean depths were averaged to obtain the overall mean
depth of water in the channel.
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Realizing that the average value of Manning n for glass can
be as high as 0.010 (3), the effect of glass ~al1s was considered
important despite the fact that the water depth- was relatively
shallow. The effect of the glass walls was removed from the results
by applying the Einstein method (8) which divided the hydraulic
r,adius at a cross section which has different roughnesses. Two
assumptions must be made in advance. The first assumption is that
the entire wetted perimeter can be divided into units which correspond
to the different patterns of roughness encountered. The second as-
sumption is that each such unit of the wetted perimeter can be treated
individually which means that each unit is not affected by the other
parts of the perimeter. This assumption enables one to calculate the
hydraulic radius, R, corresponding to each unit with its associated
roughness. For each unit of the wetted perimeter, P , having a specific
n
roughness, one can find the corresponding water area, A , simply by
n
multiplying this wetted perimeter and the hydraulic radius R. The
subscript, n, represents the unit number. The hydraulic radius as-
sociated with a specific unit can be obtained from Manning's forlnula,
which will be explained in detail as follows:
If there are N units in the entire wetted perimeter, N + 2
equations can be obtained. Those equations include N equations having
the fonn
v = f (8,
n
R )
n
. (72)
in which V and S are constant for all units, one equation having the
form
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p =
N
~ p
n=l n (73)
which states that the summation ?f all the wetted~perimeter units
should equal the total wetted-perimeter, and one equation having the
form
A =
N
~ A
n=l n (74)
which states that the summation of all the water-area units should
equal the total area. The N + 2 equations enable the roughness to
be computed for every unit, presuming that all the other units of
roughness are known. The following numerical example will give a
cle~rer understanding of th{s approach. Data used are those obtained
in the test to determine the Manning n of plywood. The test channel
had glass sides and a plywood bottom, a constant 1.00% slope, and a
width of 1.50 ft. The length of the channel was assumed long enough
to establish uniform flow in the test section. The Manning n of
glass was taken as 0.010. The flow rate ·was 0.453 cfs and the mean
water depth was 0.115 ft. The Manning n for the plywood can be com~
puted from the above information.
1. The water area is 0.1719 sq ft.
2. The average velocity in the testing channel is
2~~4 ft/sec.
3. Assuming that each unit can be treated as an individual
one, the Manning formula for the glass wall is
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in which n is the Manning n for glass, andg
R is the hydraulic radius corresponding to glass.g
The hydraulic radius for the glass is, from the above formula
n 3/a
R = ( g V) = 0.074 7 ftg 1.486 S
4. 'The water area corresponding to the glass wall is
A - 2d R = 0.0171 sq ftg g
From Eq. (67) the water area corresponding to.the plywood bed is
A = A - A = 0.1548 sq ftp g
5. The hydraulic radius applicable to the plywood bed is
A
Rp =~ = 0.103 ft
in which b is the channel width.
6. Using the second assumption again, the roughness coef-
ficient n for ~he plywood is thus obtainedp
np
= 1.486 S% R '13 = 0.0123
V P
-40-
A series of tests were made using the flow rate as the variable. All
the data were analyzed according to the previous procedure) and the
results are plotted in Fig. 10.
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The results of the present investigation b)jought to light
some aspects of inlet design. Several conclusions can be drawn and
are summarized in the following paragraphs:
1. The Manning formula is the one most widely used to des-
cribe the friction resistance in the gutter. However, the success of
its application is directly dependent upon the choice of the proper
friction coefficient, which in turn depends upon the characteristics
of the gutter. The Manning formula can be applied only for steady
uniform flow conditions.
2. Water flowing in highway gutters is more accurately
described by using the theory of spatially'varied flow. Both the
momentum and energy approaches were used. They gave similar dif-
ferential equations (Eq. (20) and Eq. (35)). The momentum approach
is a vector relationship, whereas the energy approach is an algebraic
relationship of scalar quantities. However, both Eq. (20) and Eq.
(35) can "be used for the,numerical, solution to this problem.
3. The computer program given in page 57 can be used for
"either rectangular, trapezoidal, or triangular shapes of highway
gutters. It has a large flexibility.
4. Two different approaches to the problem of flow into
drainage inlets were applied, namely the specific energy method and
the simplified method. Theoretically speaking, the first method is
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more sound. However, the simplified method is easier to apply to the
field condition, provided the parameter k is known. Equations derived
from these approaches were Eq. (47) and Eq. (54).
5. The theoretical approaches used for the drop inlets
and side inlets are essentially similar. Flow into a drop inlet is
produced by the gravitational force, whereas the flow flowing into
the side inlets is produced by the gravitational component in the
direction of flow. Equation (47) is used to describe ~e fiow at
a drop inlet and Eq. (62) for a side inlet.
6. Due to the assumptions made in the derivation of the
above equations, a pure theoretical solution to this problem might
not prove satisfactory in some situations. In addition to that,
physical constants, such as, K, n, etc., should be evaluated. Con-
sequently, an experimental study of particular inlet design is
strongly reco~nended to reach accurate results.
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Table 1: Computer Program of Computing'Transition Profile and Critical Depth
PROGRAM-OECOP(INPUT,TAPE1=INPUT,OUTPUT,'TAPEZ=OUTPUT)
000003 REAL K,N
'~ •. ~ ", '»";'>-"'~" r·,c ,~ .._.~""",-"""~",,.'" -, . '.- .. ".~ .', '''.' -'. < '. '.
C THIS IS A FORTRAN IV PROGRAM TO DETERI~INE THE ·CONTROL
._-~.-. C-"-~--~-"'PO I ~ T~ FOR REG T fl.NGUl'.o. R" TR. AP~z aID Al, AN 0 -. T~I ANG ULja.~
C HIGHWAY GUTTERS
-.-.-...----.-....~.,. C.·-~---"· * lJ.~ 11-:;' 'I- 'I-- JI.:;:' * ~ 'I- ~ '1- ~~ 'I-~~ )/..v.:;.~ ~'f.. ~~:t-J1. ~ If..lf. 'f.~ ~¥ 11- >;. '1- ~J1.:t-1/- ~ ~J1. '4-::;'~ l(.:f., '$- ~~)j.'" -_.
~ ~TH~ FOLLOWING VARIA8LE NAMES ARE USED IN THIS PRaBLEM~
.~'.'----'-""-~~-""~-"'~ b··<·.."-'"'...."<-'"-~·''' .......~ • 11- If. JI. ~ ~ 'f If.. ~ JI. :f. :to ~ 11- l:I- 'f ~ ~ ~ Jf. 'f. 'f :t1- ~ )[.:Jf. ~ :If :If )f. J'I. ~ 'f. ~ ~ 11- ¥ irf. J4.. J:f- JI.. 'f. ~ 4- ~ ~ :t$- 1[.. )(. >I- ¥- 11- ;)(. •• "." ..~.r""~'-_·. ..,~~,~~._v,,__"",~,~ ......~.--.c.....'.... -'-'
C SO= LONGITUDINAL SLOPE OF THE GUTTER, IN FEET PER FOOT
- C OQ=' THE VARYING OISCHARGE ,ALONG THE GUTTER., IN CFS PER
C FOOT
'C---~----'--"8=gRE1\DTH OF CHt\NN~L- BOTTOM, IN 'FEET
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Table 2: Output of Computer Program (Table 1)
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Table 3: Computer Program of Computing Water Surface' Profile
,.--..----...-- . -.--- PRO GRAM DV 00·£ (INPUT, T APE.1=INPU-r ,OUiPUr', TAPE2=OUTPUT)
DIMENSION Y(9D)
THIS IS A FORTRAN IV PROGRAM TO COMPUTE THE WATER
SURFACE PROFILE FOR SPATIALLY VARIED FLOW WITH
INCREASING DISCHARGE OF RECTANGULAR, TRAPEZOIDAL, AND .~ ... ----~ .. -
TRIANGULAR HIGHWAY GUTTERS
~J:J.::;" 'I- -V-1f.JS."",,~." '" ~JI. 4 ~..,::;. 'f. ~ 11- Yo:l-¥ ~ ~ -\t ~~2f.~."'':;''~ :,..JI. ....~ ... 11- ..... 'I-~".Jil7J.".1f.-~Jf..~""-
~THE FOLLOWING VARIABLE NAMES ARE USED IN THIS PROBLEM·
••¥~~.~.4••••••••••4.¥•••• ~ ••~.~.~••~~••• ~•••• ~ ••~ ••4~~
EL= TOTAL LENGTH OF GUTTER UNDER CONSIDERATION, IN FEET
8= BREADTH OF CHANNEL BOTTOM, IN FEET
Z= SIDE SLOPE OF CHANNEL, IN FEET PER FOOT
SO= LONGITUDINAL GUTTER SLOPE, IN FEET PER FOOT
EN= MANNINGS ROUGHNESS COEFFICIENT,N, FOR GUTTER
ALFA= ENERGY COEFFICIENT
OX= LENGTH OF INTEGRATION STEP, IN FEET
'-- PLSM= SIGN, DEPE1~OS ON DIRECTION 11'1 WHICH COMPUTATIONS
ARE DESIRED TO PROCEED. THIS WILL HAVE A VALUE
OF +1 WHEN COMPUTIONS PROCEED DOWNSTREAM AND -1
WHEN THEY PROCEED UPSTREAM
"Q= TOTAL DISCHARGE, IN CFS
Y(1)= INITIAL DEPTH OF WATER, IN FEET
YOOTI= (DO/OX)!
YDOTJ= (OO/OX)I+1
OQDX= THE VARYING DISCHARGE ALONG THE GUTTER IN'CFS PER
FOOT
YCI)= DEPTH OF HATER AT ITH POINT ALONG THE GUTTER. I
IS THE SUBSCRIPT DENOTING DISTANCE ox.r
DOWNSTREAM OR UPSTREAM FROM THE STARTING POINT
1
0'\
o
000003
000005
000036
000042
000043
000045
000060
000063
000065
000071
000103
OD0105
OQUiO?
000110
000116
000120
0001-32
000134
000136
000143
000145
000161
000164
200
201
300
400
C
C
C
Table 3: Computer Program of Computing Water Surface Profile (continued)
DO 400 L=1,2
READ C1,101) EL,8,Z,SO,EN,-ALFA,DX,PLSM,Q,Y(1),OQOX
WRITE (2,103)
1=0
YY=1.079
WRITE(2,100) PlSM,I,YY,Q
N=EL/OX
DO 300 I=l,N
Q=Q+OQOXJl-OX~PLSM
CALL YOOTF (8,SO~EN,Z,ALFA,Q,Y(I),SlOPE,OQOX)
YDOTI=SLOPEJiC-pLSM
YDOTJ=YOOTI
DO 200 J=1,15
Y(I+1)=Y(I)+(YOOTI+YOOTJ)~OX·O.S
TEMP=YOOTJ
CALL YDOTF (B,SO,EN,Z,ALFA,Q,Y{!+l},SLOPE,OQOX)
YOOTJ=SLOPE-\C-PLSM
N1=I+1
IF (ASS (TEMP-YOOTJ),-.1E-05) 201,201,200
CONTINUE
WRITE(2,100) PlSM,I,Y(Nl),Q
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
~~..~~...~.~#~...4 ••••••4~••~~•••••••••~•••4 ••
4THE-FOLLOWING DATA ARE USED FOR THIS PROBLEM·
••••••¥ •• ~ •• ~••••~~4••4~~#~~.4••~~•••~~•••• ~~. --~
I
0'\
J--l
000166
000166
00016&
'000166
00-0166
000167'
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
C
100
lUi _.
102
103
Table 3: (Contd.)
SET ONE
-EL=22.0'--, B=O.O ~ Z=0.5774 , 50=0.05 , EN=O.016~
ALFA=1.0 , DX=1.0 , PLSM=1.0 , Q=2.80 , Y(1)=1.079
DQOX=O.l·
SET TWO
El=28.0 , 8=0.0 • Z=O.5774 , SO=0.05 t EN=O.016
ALFA=1.0 , DX=1.0 , PLSM=-1.0 , Q=2.80 , Y(1)=1.079
OQOX=O.1
FORMAT( 7X,F5.1,8X,I5,F17.3,F16.3)
FORMATC8Fl0.4/3Fl0.4)
FORMAT (lH1,11Fl0.4)
FORMAT (1H1,7{/),7X,4HPLSM,12X,1HI,12X,6HY(I+l),12X~lHQ,JJ)
CALL EXIT
END
J
(j\
f'V
000014
·000014
000035
000045
000056
000062
000066
00 OLl7 5··-
000077
·000.100
. Table 3: (Contd._ )
SUBROUTINE YDOTF (B,S,EN,Z,AA,Q,YY,SLOPE,DQDX)
DIMENSION YY(20)
ATERM=(EN~Q)~42~(8+2.0~YY~SQRT(1.+Z~Z»~·(4./3.)
BTERH=2.21·«B+Z~YY)4YY)~·(10./3.)
CTERM=(2.~Q~OQOX .)/(32.17¥«B+Z·YY)·YY)··2)
OTERM=AA~Q~Q~(B+Z~YY)
ETERM=32.17·«B+Z·YY)·YY)·~3
FTERM= (S-(ATERM/BTERM}-CTERM)/(1.-DTERM/ETERM)
-~SLOPE=FTE~M
RETURN
END
I
0\
W
Table 4: Final Result of Water Surface Elevation Calculation
PlSM I Y(I+l) .Q
-1.0 0 1.07Q 2.800
~i.o 1 i.065 2.700
-1.0 2 1.051 2.600
--- --~- ----- ~-----,-,--,--- --- --.,-.. -_... -- ----.'- . -1. 0 '3 .'" -.--- -- --, ----.-------- --- - --1. 0 3 9 -'- - -~----- ~--'- --- --- 2 ~ 5 0 0
~1.0 ~ 1.027 2.400
• .fi' .... 't"-: .. -~~._._ ..... _..~ ...... ..:.-:...,·2.:1.:·1 -;:..~-:.· .. '".(':;;..::..:·'·l·:.;;;: ,IL..:::::" 1·.-::-"I;""":,"~7"':·':",.:. I" ~ ,," .':::::" .. "At. j .~ .r.. ;.:.~j:.\·.......L':-·.::r.'I.:FI'J:..f .....~t_~~';!:'r'~••~.1 0-=- ~ :"'..:.!.:)I" .,1. 'J:.~ (..... ,........ W.' : \ .- , ..
~1.0 5 1.015 2.300
-1.0 6 1.004, 2.200
';"1. 0- .- ----.---- -.. --.---------.,--.-- ---,·--·--7 ---.-----~------~.-- ----------- .- 9 92 2'. 10 0
-1.0 8 .981 2.000
_~.._.~_.__. __ ~.- ..... -- _ - ....._.__~ __ ~._..~ - ~.~ - ...............~~.~ ...... __ ~ __ ..+ __ . _ • - - - _ ....... __ ._~ _~~_~." • ~~._ ~ .... ~ - ,~.~ _ ._. ---0 ~~----.-.. _._ •.•
-1.0 9 .969 1.QOO
-1.0 10 .957 1.800
.....~"'7{!"~"'"·:"",.±·.' ..:_~~~;c~_('.~·I"'.::.~Kr.J::'...!'_"'::~·''Jc~.z=.;·~~~~..,.._1 ~.~.~=:-_ .. r ,.11,.' .,;.~ ·!_:I':l:~.,.._·~_.-~~...:... "[.,:":i:i..~: ..r!l"~.':'I--, " ~. ~.· ..... ·_..:~·~ ...:.:r·· t-~""':""f4 ~.l' .'., .. .,-v......-j .... :\~· •.~:1 J:.~ .... ~.....t" ....'"':!\.~...o;:r..~J.~_~.'':'-~ "'T~.... , •. ~
-1.0 11 .945 1.700
-1.0 12 .933 1.S00
___ _...._....___~___+_.&-+ __ ~~._ ~_..............."~~ _.~ ..~ ~ •. ~.~~__~ ......... _. r __ .~ _ _ _". ~~_.__................ ~ .r __ _ ~. _.~~ .~ ~_~ ...". _ _ ~~ _ ,_~.~__. ~ ....... ,"
-1.0 13 .920 1.500
____.~,~ " ._. ~ .~_1_. 0 14 ~,,_.,_. ._ ...__ .... ._.. ... ~ 9 06 ________1. 40 0
-1.0 15 .892 1.300
..,..,•."""""'L>,_.', ...~""""'"'""'.,,, ~cc~,....,,_",--v,.n'''''- "~_,"-.'_'''-,"",'"__.>-,:,,. <",-..,-",,,, ",,:"~ _~ 0 ,,. ,-,-,, ,''--.'''''r~"'','-'-='.;'''', "',"~ .,16 .',' .....,.,._-"',",_~,.,,.,...--,"' .._"--,, _,~ :""<~"..,~~,o.,""""_', .,.....,'~'__7'->_"... 8 7 7... '.' n'- __"'.','<" ,.;=..,., .....,.,~.,-"-""-""-"",.,"''-=''.~- __ ,-.!,',! 2 0 0
-1.0 ~7 .862 1.100
-1.0 18 .846 1.000
-"-~---~---_.. _-------- ----------.----- :':1. 0 --- -..---- -- _. ~--, .. ------ 1 9 ---.-"----- ---..-~------- --~- .. ~ 8 2 9 ------ ---- --.---~. --- .,. --_.--- -~9 0 0 --.. -.--------+-- ---.--- ----- -- ..•--- -- -
-1.0 20 .810 .800
--------.-- ------.-----.-- --- ---- -'-·--···--"-~-1 • 0 -.---..------ ----.-- - 2 1 --... ..- ----- .. -- --_..~_.--- --------··-.-7 91 -"----.-~-------.-.~ --, 0 0
",,,,,,.,,,.,-,,,,-,-.,.:.~,,;-c,.=""""',,,,"~.....=,,,=,.,-=--dt-<>-__-=:r-d~"''-'>'~'" ." ~ ..~,•••,,,,~, ""'~' 1",~ .' 9""'~_'- --~.""""-,,,--,,,~,,,,~-v,,,,,,,,,,,,>-_,,,,...,,.~,'~ ',",' ._~_~., ..2 2. ''-'~''--~''''r'''' "-',.',,,,.,,'.,.,........-._. ".p.. ~;-',.',""d',. ",,"" """ __ ,, ''-''~.7 ~. 0P', c'~t-."",.","" __--='.-,-,.'".c_,.,,''''''.,=''...,~,='''",~=,-=---=,'' _ • 6 0 0 ". ,"'_,',.---',.",-L.-,' ,,_, _. '__" ..",._ =, '",.--,>---.. ~~"_,,_'.-''" ;,'", •
-1.0 23 .747 .500
-1.0 24 .722 .400
-,,~._,-._--~--------~.---~-~_.-----~1-. 0 -- --- --- ------- ... -.-- -- 2 S -. -~~---- ....-----,-,-----~- ....------~ 6 9'3 -------.---~--.--- ··-------~-3··0 0
'--.~~-----------------:i:~---- --- ~ ~ -----------~: ~~~- -------- ----: i ~ ~
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Length of Inlet, x
(ft)
0.00
---I
I
Width of Inlet, y tan e :
(ft) 0 0
4.70
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0.09 4.00
0.34 3.'50
0.43 3.00
0.70 2.50
0.98 2.00
1.31 1.50
1.69 1.00
2.08 0.50
2.54 0.00
Table 5: Length of Inlet, x, and Corresponding Width
of the Inlet for Removal of all Water Flowing
in the Gutter
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A
C
Cd
C
e
d
D
e
E
F
f
Ff
g
H
J
k
K
L
o
M
n
p
q
cross sectional area of the gutter, <lsq ft
factor of flow resistance in Chezy's formula
discharge coefficient of the inlet
weir discharge coefficient
elevation between water surface and datum, ft
height of the side inlet above the gutter, ft
specific energy in the gutter, ft
hydrostatic force, lb
Darcy-Weisbach friction factor
friction force, Ib
. acceleration of gravity, fpsps
metering differential, ft of water
ratio of the open area to the total area of an inlet
conveyance of the gutter
characteristic coefficient of an inlet
theoretical length of the inlet required to catch
the entire flow, ft
mass of flowing water within the control volume, Ibm
resistance coefficient, customarily· termed Manning's n
wetted-perimeter, ft
increment of rainfall inflow per unit length, efs
per foot
discharge, cfs
hydraulic radius, ft
slope of the energy line
friction slope
s
o
T
v
v
v
o
w
z
-dQ/dx
dy/dx
y
e
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bed slope of the gutter
top width of the flow, ft
local velocity, fps
mean velocity, fps
average velocity of flow corresponding to L , fps
o
weight of water in the control volume, lb
hydraulic depth in the gutter, ft
depth of flow in the gutter corresponding to L , ft
o
elevation from datum to gutter vottom, ft
discharge withdrawn through a length of dx of the
inlet
water surface profile
momentum correction coefficient, JV2dA/V2 A
energy correction coefficient, Jv3 dA/V3 A
specific weight of water, pef
angle between the bottom of the gutter and the
vertical
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